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At first glance, the desire to implement DevOps and the requirement to meet
increasingly demanding legislation like the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), appear to be mutually exclusive. You want to go down one road, but
you’re being pulled down another.
Look a little closer, however, and a different picture emerges, because DevOps
actually aligns neatly with ‘data protection by design and by default’, the main
driver of the GDPR. DevOps enables software to be delivered in a consistent,
reliable and repeatable way, and also provides an audit trail of changes made.

Richard Macaskill
Mary Robbins
SQL Masters Consulting

www.red-gate.com

Include the database in DevOps and the apparently onerous tasks the GDPR
requires become easier. From the automated provisioning of database
copies with masked personal data, to version controlling changes, through to
automated deployments, database development can be streamlined. Yet at
the same time, data privacy can be protected and complying with the GDPR
becomes a natural part of development rather than an extra step.
So wherever you are on your journey to DevOps, the advantages of including the
database have now become even clearer.
Matt Hilbert
Editor
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Insight

You’re ready for
DevOps, but is
your workplace?
{ matt hilbert }

I

n order to adopt DevOps, organizations need to be able to embrace
the openness it requires, encourage experimentation and innovation,
and work across departmental silos. You may be ready to encourage
collaboration and communication to reap the benefits, but what if your
company culture isn’t? Here’s how you can influence your organizational
dynamics to lay the groundwork for DevOps.

DevOps is gathering pace. More and more organizations are
recognizing that by encouraging collaboration, cooperation, and
communication, they can release features faster and offer advantages
to customers sooner.
That’s the promise, but in order to adopt DevOps, organizations need
to be able to embrace the openness it requires, change the way they
function, encourage experimentation and innovation, and work across
departmental silos.
It’s not as easy as it sounds and the reason lies in an academic paper
written by Ron Westrum, an American sociologist, in 2004. Originally
published in ‘Quality and Safety in Health Care’, an international peer
review journal for health professionals, A typology of organizational
cultures is as relevant today as it was then. Perhaps more so.
Importantly, the model he created is applicable across every
industry sector.
Westrum wrote the paper following research into the belief that
organizational cultures shape many facets of performance. He was
looking in particular at the safety aspects of healthcare, but he used
his knowledge of organizational dynamics from many industries going
back decades.
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What is an organizational culture?
Westrum defines the culture within organizations as: “The patterned
way that an organization responds to its challenges, whether these
are explicit (for example, a crisis) or implicit (a latent problem or
opportunity).”
He called out the way organizations process information as a
type marker for culture, and identified three patterns, each created
and shaped by the focus of management and the response of the
workforce to that focus. Or, the three patterns have dropped out.
Westrum discovered that each of these organizational types influence
activities such as communication and cooperation, which causes
organizations to respond characteristically to problems and to
opportunities for innovation. Indeed, the way they process information
and behave is predictable in almost every case.
Pathological cultures are created within organizations by individuals
who focus on personal power and the hoarding of information to gain
advantage. The management style is typically domineering, with innovation
and creativity discouraged because they threaten the status quo.

Westrum’s Three Cultures Model

Pathological

Bureaucratic

Generative

Power oriented

Rule oriented

Performance oriented

Low cooperation

Modest cooperation

High cooperation

Messengers shot

Messengers neglected

Messengers trained

Responsibilities shirked

Narrow responsibilities

Risks are shared

Bridging discouraged

Bridging tolerated

Bridging encouraged

Failure leads to scapegoats

Failure leads to justice

Failure leads to inquiry

Novelty crushed

Novelty seen as a problem

Novelty implemented

Bureaucratic cultures emerge where the emphasis is on following rules
and defending departmental turf. Whether it’s good for the organization
or not, existing procedures and practices are not questioned and
change is seen as a predicament that must be subjected to intense
scrutiny.

By its very nature, DevOps requires cooperation and collaboration, and
a culture that welcomes change. So the further right your organization
sits in the model, the better the fit with DevOps.

Generative cultures arise when the motivation is the broader mission
of the organization. This creates a climate which encourages the
solving of problems rather than seeking the cause of them, and
supports innovation and cooperation within and across departments.

If you work in a department or organization with a pathological or
bureaucratic culture, you might be thinking DevOps will never be an
option. Encouragingly, however, in his conclusion to his paper, Westrum
says: “By changing the culture, virtually everything can change – trust,
openness, confidence, and even competence.”

It’s interesting to note here that the cultures Westrum talks about can
exist throughout an organization, or within units or departments of an
organization. So one part of an organization may be pathological, while
another is generative.
The bureaucratic type of culture is also often the one that
organizations or departments default to when there is no politics in
play at one end of the spectrum, or mission to aim for at the other.
You can probably guess where this is going. You may even recognize
which column of Westrum’s Three Cultures Model the organization you
work for fits into.

Can organizational cultures change?

And cultures in the same organization can change over time,
depending on the management style in place. Westrum himself, for
example, uses NASA to illustrate how a generative culture can solve
a problem – and how a bureaucratic culture can prevent problems
being solved.
When an oxygen tank exploded on board the Apollo 13 spacecraft in
April 1970, it left the three-man crew stranded in the Command Module
with rising levels of carbon dioxide and an apparently impossible
journey home. Mission Control didn’t give up. While the famous line
from the Apollo 13 movie, “Failure is not an option”, was never actually
said, that was the attitude.
Database DevOps
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Mission planners worked out a way to use the moon’s gravity to
sling-shot the spacecraft back to Earth. NASA engineers improvised
a carbon dioxide filter using a hose taken from a space suit and a
myriad of other odd bits and pieces available to the crew. A team of six
engineers from the University of Toronto were called on to calculate
the exact pressure required to separate the Lunar Module from the
Command Module on re-entry. They used slide rules.
At 12.07pm on April 17, 1970, the Command Module of Apollo 13
splashed down in the South Pacific Ocean. All three crewmembers
survived. A generative culture at work.
Fast forward to January 16, 2003, and the launch of the Space Shuttle
Columbia from Kennedy Space Center. During launch, a large piece of
thermal insulation from the external fuel tank broke off and damaged
the left wing of the orbiter spacecraft.
While the two-week mission went ahead, some NASA engineers were
concerned about how the damage would affect re-entry when the
orbiter returned. They requested imaging of the orbiter to determine
the level of damage. Repeated requests were ignored and in some
cases quashed. Worried, a former NASA Flight Director worked outside
official NASA channels to get the imaging. He too was ignored.
Instead, a damage prediction spreadsheet, created to calculate the
impact severity of ice pellets the size of cigarette butts was relied
upon. The piece of thermal insulation that struck the wing was the
size of a suitcase.
The attitude of senior NASA managers was influenced by a belief that
nothing could be done if severe damage was detected, and to keep the
orbiter crew themselves in the dark about the situation.
At precisely 9.00am on February 1, 2003, the orbiter disintegrated
in the sky over Dallas ,Texas, on re-entry. Hot atmospheric gases
had penetrated the damage in the left wing and destroyed its
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internal structure, causing the spacecraft to break apart. All seven
crewmembers died. A pathological culture at work.

Can you introduce an organizational culture?
We don’t all work at NASA, or even do jobs which involve saving lives.
Most of us, however, want to work for an organization where the
culture encourages innovation and collaboration, and lets us do the
right thing. So what can you do to introduce a culture that is more
responsive to DevOps?
If you work for an organization with a pathological culture, DevOps just
isn’t an option. Cooperation and collaboration are actively discouraged,
so the glue needed to connect Dev and Ops is missing. If you really
want to do DevOps, you’re out of options here and it might be worth
moving on.
In bureaucratic organizations, introducing DevOps is possible, but there
will be problems. Think soft DevOps here, with long lead times and
planning meetings before a tentative first step is taken. Patience is
key but conversely, once DevOps is introduced, it will become the new
norm and take its place in the rulebook.
Generative organizations are where DevOps will be seen as a natural
next step if it’s not in place already. Every facet of their makeup
matches the advantages of DevOps and, perhaps unsurprisingly,
Westrum mentions a mass of case study and anecdotal evidence
which demonstrates how the cooperation and empowerment within
generative organizations makes them more effective.
So if you’re ready for DevOps, take another look at Westrum’s model
and decide where your organization sits within it. The next step will be
down to you.

Research

Focusing on the real
benefits of DevOps for
CEOs, CIOs, and IT Managers
{ mary robbins }

I

f you were asked what the benefits of DevOps are, you could
probably name two or three straight away. Maybe four or five. But –
and here’s the thing – what if the person down the corridor was asked
the same question? Someone who works in the same place, but does
a different job.
This is an important question to ask because if you’re a CEO, your
answer will be different from a CIO or an IT Manager, both of whom will
have another viewpoint.

It’s a different story for CIOs because their focus is more on processes
that can increase the throughput of the IT department, or how skilled IT
staff can be recruited and retained.

This disparity in the way people think emerged in a research project
undertaken by David Linwood, a highly experienced IT Director. He set
out to discover the key success factors of DevOps and found the top
seven benefits of DevOps are:

Similarly, IT Managers who are involved with day-to-day development
will think the faster speed of releases that DevOps enables, along
with the lower volume of defects it introduces, are the most important
factors.

• The faster speed and lower cost of a release
• Improved operational support and faster fixes
• A faster time to market
• Higher quality products
• A lower volume of defects
• Improved frequency of new releases and features
• Good processes across IT and teams, including automation
Looks like a good list, and most people would nod and agree and
then move on. David Linwood didn’t. He decided to dive a little deeper
and see if the benefits changed according to the perspective of the
different stakeholders involved.
He discovered that, of the 24 benefits of DevOps he revealed in his
research, the top seven were, indeed, different, when viewed through
what he called the lenses of CEOs, CIOs, and IT Managers.

Changing points of view
When CEOs consider the benefits of introducing DevOps, their viewpoint
will be influenced by their ongoing concerns with lowering costs and
increasing revenues. As a result, factors like gaining a faster time to
market and creating higher quality products will be top of the agenda.

So as soon as a discussion or meeting about the benefits of DevOps
takes place between the different stakeholders involved, there is an
immediate disconnect. Rather than it resulting in a list of benefits,
agreed by everyone, it can end up with a catalogue of differences –
and those differences may be the blocker to introducing a
DevOps initiative.
That’s disappointing because the advantages of DevOps aren’t
restricted to one group of people or a single department – they ripple
across a company or organization like a pebble cast in a pond. The
2017 State of DevOps Report, for example, found that high-performing
organizations practicing DevOps spend 21% less time on unplanned
work and unnecessary rework, and 44% more time on new work than
their peers.
That leads to support teams taking fewer calls from unhappy
customers, opportunities for marketing people to promote more
features, a higher staff retention rate and less pressure on the HR
department, higher revenues … you get the picture.
David Linwood discovered that the key to truly understanding
the benefits of DevOps was to filter them through the lenses, or
viewpoints, of the CEOs, CIOs, and IT Managers involved. Because the
responsibilities and expectations of each role are different, a different
picture emerges.

Database DevOps
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The top 7 benefits of DevOps for CEOs
CEOs want to know that any investment in DevOps will result in higher
revenue and/or profitability so, for them, the top seven benefits that
emerged from the research are:

The top 7 benefits for IT Managers
IT Managers are closer to the day-to-day work of development teams,
so their point of view is more concerned with operational issues. For
them, the most important benefits are:

• A faster time to market

• The faster speed and lower cost of a release

• Higher quality products

• A lower volume of defects

• A stable, reliable IT infrastructure

• Improved frequency of new releases and features

• Higher customer satisfaction

• Enhanced application performance

• Lower costs

• Better mean time to recovery (MTTR)

• Improved business efficiency

• Lower change failure rate

• Higher revenue

• Smaller number and cost of resources

Notice how the faster speed and lower cost of a release, along with
improved operational support and faster fixes, have disappeared off
the radar. While those may be of concern, a quicker time to market and
higher quality products shoot up the list. Similarly, ‘lower costs’ isn’t
linked to releases, it’s a benefit on its own and applies across
the board.

While the first benefit remains the same as the general list, improved
operational support and a faster time to market have disappeared.
There’s good reason too. IT Managers probably do regard these factors
favorably, but they’re more concerned with those that they will be
judged by and their performance measured on.
As a consequence, the frequency of releases, reduction in defects, and
enhanced application performance are all far more important, despite
the fact that those three benefits are completely absent when looked at
through the lenses of CEOs and CIOs.

The top 7 benefits of DevOps for CIOs

Why is this important?

CIOs also view the benefits in a surprisingly different way. A faster time
to market, which shoots to the top of the list for CEOs, isn’t a concern
at all. Instead, there’s a focus on teams working better together:

This understanding of how the benefits of DevOps are regarded in
different ways by different roles is not just important – it’s crucial if
you’re thinking of introducing DevOps in your company or organization.
Show the first list to your CEO, CIO, or IT Manager and they will politely
but firmly put it in the recycle bin. Show them the lists that focus on
their concerns and the reaction will be one of interest.

• Improved operational support and faster fixes
• Good processes across IT and teams, including automation
• Increased team flexibility and agility
• Happier, more engaged teams
• Cross-skilling and self-improvement
• Collaborative working
• Respect from senior management

The most interesting benefit in the list is the fourth: ‘Happier, more
engaged teams’. It demonstrates just how important the lens approach
is. A CEO may well regard such a benefit as the result of drinking too
much coffee, but for CIOs it’s crucial to maintaining the efficiency of
the IT department. Happier people put more effort in, do better work,
and stay in the job for longer.
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There are many benefits to DevOps, but each of us looks at them in
different ways, depending on our role. What’s great for you may induce
a yawn in someone else. So in order to get buy-in to a DevOps initiative,
you need to understand – and communicate – the advantages your
colleagues expect from it as well.

If you’d like to know more about David Linwood’s
research – and find out how to calculate the ROI of
Database DevOps – you can also download The ROI
of Database DevOps whitepaper.
www.red-gate.com/database-devops-roi

Insight

What is Database
DevOps and why is
it important for DBAs?
{ sql masters consulting }
I’ve had many conversations at conferences
where people have asked me about the role
of the traditional DBA being phased out.
When I ask why they think that’s the case,
there’s a variety of answers:
“The introduction of the cloud will take
care of everything for us.”
“The enhancements being made in
automating SQL Server environments
mean we no longer need a DBA.”
“Self service BI allows us to more quickly
achieve our reporting requirements.”

Now I do agree that the introduction of all of these changes
things, but they don’t eliminate the need for a DBA. At the same
time, with the rate of change now being experienced, how can
you as a DBA keep up? Which brings me to the point of this
post: change and growth.
Change – If we’re not willing to change what we do and how we
do it over the course of our career, do we have a career or are
we like Groundhog Day? Do, rinse, repeat.
Growth – In my opinion, an individual’s willingness to grow
allows them to accept change, learn new things, and approach
things in different lights based on situations.
Your SQL Server database is more than just a storage bucket
to hold your important data. Over the last couple of years, the
amount and type of data available has exploded, and being
able to keep up with ensuring the integrity, availability, and
performance of that data is hard, but simplifying database
updates can be made easier.
We all know traditionally most database changes have to be
undertaken out of hours so as to not impact the business. But
what about the impact it has on staff? Late nights, weekends
away from family and friends.
Secondly, what most people don’t think about is the impact
that humans make on implementations and deployments,
because we’re prone to mistakes or inconsistencies. Case in
point, a SQL Server build that relies on a fully manual process
is not just time-consuming, but open to misinterpretation and
inconsistencies.
An automated solution of pre-configured builds provides a
consistent and reliable solution each and every time, and you
can ensure the outcome is as required. By automating the build
process, does that mean you’re doing yourself out of a job?
No, in fact you’re able to spend more time on things that are
more beneficial to the business, and you can sleep well at night
knowing all of the builds are consistent.

Database DevOps
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Welcome to Database DevOps
SQL Masters Consulting, a traditional database management
consultancy, is now incorporating Database DevOps to assist
clients with trying to keep pace with the ever-increasing
velocity of change.
This isn’t in any way an indication that the role of a DBA is no
longer necessary. Encompassing Database DevOps allows
for DBAs to focus more on the requirements of the business,
rather than the time-consuming activities that instead, with
Database DevOps, become a consistent, repeatable, and
reliable continuous delivery of change to the database.
Over the past 20 years, the concept of Database DevOps has
always been around, but the ability to automate tasks hasn’t
been as simple for the database as it has been for application
development. Database DevOps tools have now emerged,
however, and the benefits of including DevOps for the database
are being realized by many organizations to achieve greater
operational efficiency.

Database DevOps utilizes the same principles that have already
been widely accepted in application development:

Source control
The storing of all database code, from initial schema creation
scripts to each iterative modification, allows for a known good
state of a database in a particular environment at a particular
point in time. This enables many database developers and
DBAs to be confident in the state of play of what is happening
in the database environment.

Unit testing
All changes that are being created and deployed require tests
to verify the change being made meets the requirements and
doesn’t break or cause issues to the deployed environment.
Tests should not be an afterthought of a change, and should
drive the change based on the particular requirements.

Repeatable deployments
The process of being able to deploy small changes using the
same process over and over again, means the same outcome
can be achieved reliably and confidently.

Continuous delivery
The process of being able to apply a change through the
various environments, utilizing unit tests, and culminating in
being deployed to production is, with Database DevOps, largely
automated. Importantly, with the process in place, ‘hot fixes’
are no longer made to the Production environment, avoiding
unexpected problems in the future.

Summary
After seeing the efficiencies of practicing Database DevOps,
I’ve become an advocate and I do believe that embracing it
can bolster and improve your ability as a DBA. You’ll be able to
keep pace with the rate of change, not get bogged down in time
consuming activities, and provide greater benefits for
your employer.
This is a guest article from SQL Masters Consulting, which works with
organizations across Australia and New Zealand, helping them achieve
cost-effective outcomes from their Database Management, Database
DevOps, Data Management, and Data Integration initiatives.
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GDPR 101
Y

ou’ve no doubt heard at least something about the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the EU’s
new privacy and data management law with its greatly
increased maximum fines for non-compliance and tighter
definitions for acceptable use of personal information.
It’s time to hone up on the facts you need to make the
transition to compliance as smooth as possible.
Know your data
Know the ins and outs of data governance
Know your customers’ rights
Know what a Data Protection Impact Assessment
is and when you need it

Database DevOps
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Knowledge

Know your data
{ richard macaskill }

I

f you’ve continued reading past paragraph one of any of the many
articles about the GDPR, you’ll be aware that the law applies globally,
to all organizations holding EU citizens’ data – it’s not bounded by
geography or jurisdiction.

Many of the articles have emphasized the increased penalties,

Well, there are a few reasons the smarter DBA should be

much to the chagrin of the UK’s Information Commissioner,

preparing now and getting his or her estate in order, ahead of

Elizabeth Denham, who is charged with enforcing the law in the

the May 2018 enforcement date.

UK (and yes, it will apply after Brexit, assuming Brexit happens).
Probably the biggest is that the new law requires ‘privacy by
“Heavy fines for serious breaches reflect just how important

design and default’ throughout data handling.

personal data is in a 21st century world. But we intend to use
those powers proportionately and judiciously.”

Like most regulations, it’s open to interpretation, but regulators
have been clear that data protection safeguards should be

But this is all C-level chatter, surely?

integrated into products and services from the earliest stage of
development, with privacy always the default option.

Yes, the boss needs to know about increased risks from
incorrect data handling, but what should a DBA do, other than

But privacy of what, exactly? Not all data is private data.

wait for new edicts from on high? Especially when the data
held by the IT department is actually a business asset and data

You’ll need to do some thinking upfront about this because

governance is often the responsibility of multiple people or

before GDPR even becomes law, you’ll be expected to have

even departments.

audited your data and identified the two categories of personal
data that require special handling.

If, like many DBAs, you’d rather spend your time applying your
skills to optimizing your systems, tuning for performance, and

Two categories? Yes. Standard personal data includes details

bang-per-buck (and minimizing the firefighting in between),

like names, addresses, cookie strings, and web surfing data.

why not just wait and see?

‘Special’ personal data relates to data that is, literally, more
personal, like racial or ethnic origin, as well as biometric and
genetic data.
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That said, now’s the time to ask three key questions:

Now picture being unprepared when answering those
questions for your organization. Many companies have

1. Where is your data? You’ll probably have more than one

problems of data sprawl and you won’t be alone in not being

database, and you also need to remember legacy systems

sure where all the data is, and who really needs access to it.

that are still in use, backups, and copies that might be used in
development and testing.

Is that the answer your CEO will expect? Or the new Data
Protection Officer (oh yes, you might be getting a new

2. What exactly is your data which might be affected by the

colleague with statutory responsibilities to enforce GDPR

new law? You might want to take a broad brush approach, and

compliance).

categorize your CRM database as private, but how about web
orders, purchase histories, audit logs? You and the business

This isn’t all you need to prepare for, but it’s an important

owners of the data (these might need to be assigned as well)

first step in ensuring you’re compliant with GDPR. So start

are going to have to talk and agree how to classify all of the

the conversation, take the lead if you can, and you’ll protect

data you keep.

yourself from impossible deadlines coming out of a ‘panic
compliance’ project.

3. Who is accessing your data? This is probably the most
crucial part of the whole exercise. If you do make copies of

The future you will thank you for starting your GDPR

databases for use in development and testing, for example,

journey now.

you’ll need to consider masking personal data. You’ll also need
to think about data access requirements so that people only
have permission to view, modify, or delete personal data that is
relevant to their job role, and for which appropriate consent has
been obtained.

Database DevOps
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Knowledge

Know the ins
and outs of data
governance
{ william brewer }

A company’s data is one of its most valuable and important
resources. Managing and protecting that data are big
responsibilities and now, more than ever, a data governance
process must be put into place to avoid misuse and meet
regulations. In this article, William Brewer answers questions
you may have about data governance to give you the
knowledge you need.
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1
Why does an organization need to
have data governance?
This isn’t a sudden new requirement. Data governance has been
practiced and published about since the 1960s. The enthusiasm that
CIOs give to it has fluctuated over the decades, but it can no longer be
considered optional now that legislation is catching up with our ability to
process data. Not only is it now easier to use data, but also to abuse it.
Any organization is legally and morally required to make sure its data
is correct, that the organization understands and meets its obligations
as a holder of data, and that the organization is entitled to use it. To do
this, there must be a clear responsibility and authority for data-related
matters that provides planning, monitoring, and enforcement over
the proper management of data assets. It is a task that needs tact,
flexibility, and persuasion.
Legislation is becoming more demanding and there is a common
thread in the demands, whether it be in accounting, audit, security,
resilience, privacy, or retention. You need to know what data you hold,
its characteristics, the responsibilities that go with it, where it is held,
how it can be altered, who owns it, who requires it, and so on. Generally,
if the directors of a company face prosecution, the excuse of an
ignorance of the company’s data is no longer accepted in mitigation.
The frustration felt by anyone tasked with the management of data is
that the up-front effort, if done properly, makes IT initiatives quicker
and cheaper to introduce and avoids the expensive disasters that
result from decisions made on faulty or misrepresented data, breaches
of sensitive or private data, or poor data quality for key decisions. Most
organizations which achieve good standards of data governance report
that it has led to quicker delivery and easier changes in applications,
continuous improvement around financial reporting, and improved
internal control of such reporting.
There are direct business benefits to having a well-defined approach
to assessing, managing, using, improving, monitoring, maintaining,
and protecting organizational information. By getting it right from
the start, an organization can avoid the costly and time-consuming
necessity of re-engineering applications to comply with the legislative
framework, and industry standards. It also makes the auditing process
a lot cheaper.

Database DevOps
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2
Why is data governance suddenly
becoming important?
Our ability to collect and analyze data has not been matched by
a common agreement of the legal and ethical issues of doing so.
Although it has several benefits for the organization that adopts it, it
has been easy in the past to assign data governance a low priority,
particularly as the view has been expressed that it gets in the way of
delivering functionality rapidly to the organization.
However, the public have suffered a large number of very public
scandals such as Yahoo, Ashley Madison, and Equifax, and are now
more aware of the sometimes catastrophic consequences of data loss
and data fraud. This has increased public support for more legislation
on data, including Sarbanes-Oxley, Basel I, Basel II, HIPAA, GDPR, and
cGMP and for a more vigorous enforcement of such legislation.
Because the law is only belatedly catching up with the use of
technology in commercial and scientific organizations, there is still
a cultural mismatch in many companies that can cause spectacular
public data breaches and other leaks.
The introduction of the GDPR marks the first time that organizations
are expected to put into place ‘comprehensive but proportionate
governance measures’, and are now legally obliged to perform
certain activities such as privacy impact assessments in certain
circumstances. They are responsible for complying with the principles
of ‘privacy by design and by default’.

16
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3
What’s involved in data governance?
It is important for the management of any organization that data is
available, usable, correct, and secure. There should be a single source
of truth, and a common understanding and definition of what data
represents. Data needs to be easily categorized according to the
requirements for audit, security, retention, and consent.
Personal data can only be held with active consent of the person
involved and with the security that they expect. Commercial financial
data must be immutable, in that only authorized changes can be
made, unauthorized changes can be detected, and all changes are
audited by an independent system. This can only be done effectively
by establishing processes that can ensure important data assets are
formally managed, so that the users of the data can have confidence
that it can be used for decision making.
Any organization should know, and be able to present to its auditors or
to government agencies, the details of the kind of data that it collects
and holds on its customers and employees, and what data it shares
with third parties or is processed by third parties. It must know who
in the organization has responsibility for this data, where it comes
from, how long it is retained, whether it is shared, and what controls
are in place. Because the data held by an organization can represent
a significant proportion of its value, it needs the attention given to any
significant corporate asset.
The organization must also be aware of the impact of a breach to
the organization, its financial liability, and the likely effect that such a
breach would have on the subjects of personal information.

4

5

Does data governance restrict DevOps? If my organization hasn’t got any data
If both are done right, the converse is actually true. Data governance
governance, where does it start?
needs to be given the opportunity to be involved at all relevant points
in development and can contribute to DevOps and be an enabler rather
than a hurdle.
The approach to data governance needs to fit the organization’s
culture, the maturity of its data management, and the data governance
objectives it needs to meet
Many of the problems in the past have come through developers facing
the requirements of data compliance only at the point of deployment.
Data governance in some organizations has lacked the agility to revise
the model in the light of business changes or a clearer understanding
of existing data, and has failed to promote any insights into the value
of, and need for, data governance.
It is certainly true that there have been some heated debates in the
past between development teams and data governance teams within
some organizations. The friction between delivery and governance in
IT tends to have focused on the idea that there can be one centralized
data ‘truth’ within the enterprise.
Developers sometimes regard any attempt to introduce an
organization-wide data model, master data set, or data warehouse as
being inflexible and unachievable, and the cause of harmful delays
and friction. Governance teams tend to view this as the refusal by
developers to accept a business consensus on the nature of the data
it holds, and delays arise from trying to gain an agreed view of the
definition of the various types of data being used by the organization,
especially if it ends up with a fragile compromise.
From the perspective of a delivery team with deadlines, it seems far
better to concentrate on delivering a data model that appears to fit the
application domain and then retrospectively consider how it fits into
the corporate data strategy and legislative framework. In the light of
the scale of modifications that are required to comply with upcoming
legislation, this is becoming a reckless approach, and is hardly
likely to meet the approval of the application’s business sponsors.
Compliance cannot be bolted on as an afterthought: even SarbanesOxley required independent ways of auditing financial processes, and
the GDPR requires an interaction with individuals that is intrinsic to the
application, and so needs to be considered early on in development.

Probably the best place to start is to designate someone to
be responsible for data governance. There should be a single
organization-wide activity that can get processes in place and ensure
that staff are well-informed about data. This needs to feed in reports at
board level. How this is implemented depends on the size and style of
the organization.
For a startup, it could be a role among many for a single person,
whereas it could require a large team in a multinational enterprise.
However, it must exist because a failure to govern the use of data
can be catastrophic. Whether the organization calls this department
the ‘data office’, ‘data protection office’, or ‘data governance office’,
the message must be clear that the organization ensures that it
cares about its responsibilities, and has sufficient staff and skills to
discharge its obligations.
By taking a reasoned viewpoint right across the organization, it can
thereby prevent duplication of effort, misunderstandings, and conflict.
Because the system of data governance must remain effective in the
face of changes in staff and management priorities, organizations
need to have a defined process in place that can ensure that data is
correct, consistent, of high quality, secure, and legally used. This isn’t
just a development concern, but is also an operational issue right
through the complete data lifecycle.
There must be clear accountability, for example, for all aspects of
data governance and it must be understood who in the organization
is responsible for any aspect of data. An important aspect of the role
is to give clarity to what the various responsibilities are. This should
be an evolutionary process of cultural change for a company, altering
the company’s way of thinking, and setting up the processes to handle
information used by the entire organization.

It is a bad idea to impose data governance on unwilling delivery
teams. It can lead to all sorts of complications such as rogue data
repositories, mapping systems, or an over-reliance on inflexible
monolithic transactional systems. These defeat any chance of
maintaining the rapid delivery of changes and enhancements to the
business, and risk making subsequent necessary changes such as the
deletion of personal data on request frighteningly complex.
Database DevOps
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How should data governance be
established within an organization?
There are typically three stages in developing a data governance
initiative in an enterprise.

The discovery phase
This phase should provide a simple, intelligible value statement
by assessing the organization’s current maturity, identifying the
stakeholders, highlighting opportunities, business value, and quick
wins, and preparing a data governance roadmap.
Developing a value statement: This explains why data governance
is important and should briefly describe the scope, general overview,
objectives, and the criteria for measuring success. It will probably
list the benefits, such as consistency and confidence in decision
making, maximizing potential profit through using data, enabling
better planning by supervisory staff, decreasing the risk of regulatory
fines, and improving data security. It should also define and verify
the requirements for data distribution policies. It should be careful to
distinguish what aspects of data governance are required by law and
what is merely industry good practice.
Preparing a roadmap: This should explain how data governance will
be introduced and what the landmarks are. It will probably need to
establish process performance baselines and a statement of businessIT alignment. It will need to spell out the necessary technical and
organizational measures to integrate data protection into processing
activities, and provide a guide for managers to assess the current
maturity of data governance to assist planning.

The foundation phase
This phase seeks to define the organization’s objectives for sound data
governance, communicate and educate stakeholders, secure executive
support, and assign data stewards.
Planning and budgeting: This provides the overall program plan and
funding to provide data governance, and outlines the requirements for
the change management that will be needed.
Designing the program: This delivers the details of what is required
and provides an operating model that describes who can take what
actions with what information, and when, under what circumstances,
using what methods. It should also provide a communication and
training plan, and define key roles and responsibilities with clear lines
of communications
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The implementation phase
This will vary greatly depending on the size, culture, and objectives of
the organization. It could range from a highly structured organization
with a set of defined processes, and tools and templates, to an agile
team of individuals who work together to accomplish the goals and
work through the roadmap
Deploying the program: This will probably start by documenting
your processing activities, their purpose, the extent of data sharing,
and data retention. The implementation will need to span policies,
standards, processes, and technology, and ensure records are easily
kept up to date and reflect current processing activities. Typically,
where personal data is involved, processes will be required for such
things as privacy notices, records of consent, and controller-processor
contracts. The location of personal data will need to be identified,
along with reporting such as Data Protection Impact Assessment
reports, records of personal data breaches, and attempts at breaches.
Governing the data: Once a model or glossary of the organization’s
data and data lineage is in place, it must be maintained. The means by
which this will be done will vary greatly according to the organization,
and the type of model used. It may include a responsibility assignment
matrix, a data maturity matrix, and a data prioritization model, as well
as various types of data mapping.
Monitoring, measuring, and reporting: This is essential to maintain
and develop the service. It may be done by a data governance
practice or corporate data authority and might require various tools
such as a measurement dashboard. It can involve maintaining
records of processing activities, monitoring service providers’ impact
assessments, regular audits, and HR policy reviews and updates. It can
also include training and awareness raising programs.
The scope of implementation may range from an enterprise-wide
effort to one or more pilot projects. Sometimes a data governance
initiative will be from the grassroots level, and will provide a limited
implementation to demonstrate value to potential sponsors in senior
management.
The style of implementation can vary too. Where a more agile approach
is needed, the planning stages will be required but will be used to
identify those data governance initiatives that are smaller in scope but
aligned with strategic projects or business needs, to implement these
first, and to build from an initial success and experience. This allows
everyone to be in touch with progress and decisions, and to appreciate
the business value being realized.

7
Who is responsible for data
governance in an organization?
There exist distinct roles within an enterprise whose objective is to
improve the accuracy, accessibility, consistency, and completeness of
data, and to ensure that it is legally held and retained with appropriate
security and access controls.
In larger organizations, this team usually consists of executive
leadership, project management, line-of-business managers, and data
stewards. It is likely that the team will use a pre-existing methodology
for tracking enterprise data, and tools for data mapping, data profiling,
data cleansing, and monitoring.
The following roles are often found in information about data
governance:

Data Governor – Typically an executive, answerable to the board,
with broad knowledge of the issues but relying on the reports of Data
Owners for details. Responsible for ensuring that enterprise-wide data
initiatives and policies happen.
Data Owner – Responsible for the data that is used by the
management domain, and generally a role undertaken by a senior
manager. Must ensure that initiatives across the whole domain are
fostered.
Data Stewards – These have a more technical role that is responsible
for promoting an understanding of data management and making
sure that all aspects of the use of data conform to the organization’s
policies and standards. They ensure data governance processes are
followed and guidelines are enforced, and recommend improvements
to data governance processes. The Data Steward typically spends a lot
of time improving processes for preventing and correcting issues with
data to improve the quality of data that is provided for decision making.

Data Controllers – A legal entity such as a company.
Data Protection Officers – A DPO has responsibility for an
organization’s data privacy compliance. All organizations who meet
the GDPR definition regarding their use of data should have a DPO, or
have an external consultant to do the role. They take responsibility for
data protection compliance and must have the authority to carry out
their role effectively. They must inform and advise the organization and
its employees about their obligations to comply with the GDPR and
other data protection laws. The DPO must have regular interaction with
executive management, often via a Data Governor. Under the GDPR,
they are subject to conflict-of-interest rules and enjoy a degree of
protected employment status.

Data Administrator – Responsible for ensuring that all the
organization’s policies and standards for data governance are
assessed and met.
Data Processors – A legal entity doing data processing or archiving on
behalf of a Data Controller.
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Know your
customers’
rights

{ richard macaskill }

Most of the articles about the GDPR to
date have been industry-focused, talking
about the effect it will have on companies
and organizations that gather, hold, and
process data. Soon, however, the wind will
start blowing from another direction, that
of what the GDPR calls ‘data subjects’.
People, individuals, your customers. These
‘data subjects’ will wake up to the rights
GDPR grants them and realize they should
care about it too.
And they should. Yahoo recently admitted that a
data breach four years ago leaked the account
details of every one of its three billion customers,
not the one billion it initially claimed. The head of
the intelligence monitoring service in the UK, GCHQ,
said just last week that keeping the UK safe from
cyber-attacks is as important as fighting terrorism.
GDPR is introducing new rights at the same time
that the threats to data are the biggest they’ve ever
been. The more leaks and breaches there are, the
more your customers will learn that GDPR grants
them eight specific rights, and the louder they’ll
ask how you’re meeting those obligations.
It’s probably a good idea to understand what those
rights are, so that you can explain how you’re
meeting them.
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The right to be informed
At the time when an individual’s data is collected,
organizations need to be transparent over how they
will use the data, typically through a privacy notice.
This should be concise, written in plain language,
and should include everything from the identity
and contact details of the Data Controller to the
existence of any automated decision making. The
UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office provides a
good checklist of what should be included.
The right of access
The GDPR gives individuals the right to confirm
their data is being processed and have access to
that data, so that they can verify the lawfulness
of the processing of the data. Unless a request is
excessive or repetitive, the information must also
be provided free of charge.
The right to rectification
Where data that an organization holds about an
individual is inaccurate or incomplete, they have
the right to have it rectified. Organizations must
respond within one month, or two months if the
rectification is complex, and, if the request is
denied, must explain the reasons and inform the
individual of the right to complain.
The right to erasure
Otherwise known as the right to be forgotten,
individuals have the right to request the deletion
or removal of their personal data when there
is no compelling reason for it to continue to be
processed. This is not an unlimited right, but must
be balanced against legal freedom of expression,
the public interest in health, scientific, and
historical research, and the exercise or defense
of legal claims.
The right to restrict processing
When an individual contests the accuracy of the
data held about them, or objects to the processing
of it, they have the right to block or suppress the
processing. Until an organization has verified
the accuracy or established there are legitimate
grounds for it, the data can be stored but not
processed any further.

The right to data portability
GDPR brings portability to data, giving individuals
the right to obtain and reuse their personal data
for their own purposes across different services.
It only applies, however, to the personal data
provided to a Data Controller by the individual,
where the processing is based on consent or
for the performance of a contract, and when the
processing is carried out by automated means.
The right to object
Individuals have the right to object to the
processing of their data in certain circumstances.
Where the processing is for the purpose of
direct marketing, you must stop and there are no
exemptions or grounds to refuse. Where it’s in the
legitimate interests of your organization or for the
performance of a legal task, you must demonstrate
compelling legitimate grounds or show how and
why the processing is related to a legal claim. And
where the processing is for research purposes,
organizations are not required to comply where the
processing is in the public interest.
The rights regarding automated decision-making
and profiling
Where automated decision-making or profiling is
required to process an individual’s data, the GDPR
only allows it when it is necessary for the entry into
or performance of a contract, or it is authorized by
law (for the purposes of fraud or tax evasion, for
example), or it is based on the individual’s explicit
consent. Organizations must also give individuals
information about the processing, introduce a
simple way for them to challenge the decision,
and carry out regular checks to ensure it is working
as intended.

Now is a good time to think about the
kind of personal data your company or
organization processes, and how you’ll
answer questions from customers when
they become aware of their new rights.
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{ richard macaskill }

The phrase ‘Data Protection Impact Assessment’
or its acronym DPIA is often mentioned in relation
to the GDPR. It’s similar to the current Privacy
Impact Assessment (PIA) already in place in
countries like the UK and a DPIA is expected to
address four areas:
A description of the envisaged processing
operations and the purposes of the processing
An assessment of the necessity and
proportionality of the processing operations
An assessment of the risks to the rights and
freedoms of the data subjects concerned
The measures which will be put in place to
address those risks and demonstrate compliance

There are, however, some key differences from existing regulations.
Firstly, while PIAs are optional, DPIAs are not. They’re being introduced
to help organizations comply with GDPR – and demonstrate that
compliance. A failure to conduct a DPIA when one is deemed
appropriate, doing it incorrectly, or even failing to consult the
regulatory authority when required can lead to a fine of up to 2% of an
organization’s turnover, or €10 million.
Secondly, this isn’t a typical risk assessment exercise where the focus
is on the organization. Instead, it should be conducted from the point
of view of the individuals, or data subjects, involved, to manage the
risks to their rights and freedoms.
And finally, the GDPR specifically points out that a DPIA is the
responsibility of the ‘controller’. A controller is the company or
organization which determines the purposes and means of processing
data. A bank, for example. So even if the bank outsources the
processing of data to a specialist service provider, it is still liable for
complying with the GDPR and completing a DPIA where appropriate.
All of that said, let’s look at the introduction to Article 35 of the GDPR
which talks about when a DPIA is required:

“Where a type of processing in particular using new technologies, and
taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of the
processing, is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms
of natural persons, the controller shall, prior to the processing, carry out
an assessment of the impact of the envisaged processing operations
on the protection of personal data.”
Note the use of the phrase in the first line: in particular using new
technologies. There’s a certain ambiguity here because that could
refer to emerging technologies like Amazon’s digital assistant, Alexa,
or it could refer to technologies that an organization or company is
introducing for the first time, like fingerprint recognition.
Also, note the important phrase in the third line: prior to the processing.
In line with the ‘data protection by design and by default’ concept that
the GDPR introduces, a DPIA has to be in place before data is gathered
or processed. The Data Protection Working Party, the EU body which
currently provides advice and promotes the consistent application of
data protection regulations, also ‘strongly recommends’ carrying out a
DPIA for processing operations already underway.
That’s the important stuff out of the way. A DPIA isn’t optional for
certain kinds of processing, there’s a heavy penalty for not complying,
and it’s the responsibility of organizations or companies which use
data, not third parties who process it.

What processing is subject to a DPIA?
Article 35 of the GDPR talks in general about automated processing
and profiling, processing on a large scale, and systematic monitoring of
public areas, but doesn’t go into detail beyond this.
To provide some direction, the Data Protection Working Party
has issued some guidelines which include the kind of processing
operations which are likely to introduce a risk to data protection rights
or freedoms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Evaluation or scoring, including profiling
Automated decision-making
Systematic monitoring of individuals
The processing of sensitive data
The processing of data on a large scale
Matching or combining datasets
The processing of data concerning vulnerable data subjects
The innovative use or application of technological or
organizational solutions
When the processing in itself prevents data subjects from
exercising a right or using a service or a contract

The rule of thumb is that if the proposed processing meets one of the
above criteria, it may not require a DPIA, whereas if it meets two or
more of the criteria, it will require a DPIA.
A mailing list used to send a weekly digest to subscribers to an online
golf magazine, for example, won’t require a DPIA, even if it’s a large
list. If that same list is combined or cross-referenced with other lists to
create an enhanced list where offers can be targeted based on income
or zip code, then it will require a DPIA.
The default position here is that if you’re unsure whether a DPIA
is necessary, do one. The upside is that it will help you understand
exactly what data is being processed and why, what the risks are, and
how those risks are being addressed. There is no downside.

What is the content of a DPIA?
Rather than defining the precise format of a DPIA, the GDPR leaves
it open so that organizations can create one that complements their
existing working practices, and matches frameworks already in place,
instead of forcing them to change.
In the UK, for example, the Information Commissioner’s Office already
has a code of practice for conducting privacy impact assessments.
Similarly, the European Union’s Smart Grid Task Force has produced a
data protection impact assessment template for smart grid and smart
metering systems, which is a valuable sector-specific resource.
Whichever approach is taken, the GDPR does stress that the minimal
content of a DPIA should cover the four key areas mentioned earlier.
Finally, once a DPIA has been completed, that’s not the end of the
story. The final sentence of Article 35 specifically says:
Where necessary, the controller shall carry out a review to assess if
processing is performed in accordance with the data protection impact
assessment at least when there is a change of the risk represented by
processing operations.

Research

How to build a DevOps
roadmap to kickstart your
digital transformation journey
{ devopsguys }

B

usiness leaders have never been more aware of the disruptive
impact of digital technology. Across every industrial sector,
organizations are embarking on digital transformation programs aimed
at improving internal systems and delivering better products and
services to customers.

No organization can afford to see a
‘digital first’ program as a one-off fix or
even as a series of annual iterations.
Software is transforming commerce, not
in flurries of activity followed by periods
of stability, but in a constant flow of
market-driven innovation.
As customers (empowered by ever-more
sophisticated devices) demand more,
market leading companies are finding
new ways to serve them. However,
rather than waiting for competitors to
play catch up, the same market leaders
continue to innovate, week by week and
month by month.
This creates a real challenge for
businesses accustomed to rolling
out new products or upgrading digital
services perhaps once a year. In a fastchanging market, a software-driven
service conceived today for roll-out six
months down the line may be obsolete
by the time it’s launched.
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That’s why the DevOps approach has
become so important. By harnessing
the concept of agility to a methodology
that enables constant software
innovation, DevOps allows organizations
to respond dynamically to changing
market conditions and rising customer
expectations.

Why you need a DevOps roadmap

The adoption of a DevOps approach will
require not only a willingness to embrace
cultural change within the organization,
but also new structures and new ways of
working. In particular, the DevOps model
involves developers collaborating dayby-day with other stakeholders within the
business; the software team could be
working with customer service or order
processing staff, for example. In other
words, DevOps involves the breakdown
of traditional departmental silos.
For many organizations, this will
represent a major change in working
practices and it is vital that any DevOpsled program is underpinned by a
roadmap.

Making a start

The creation of a roadmap should
begin with an initial assessment. It is
vital this first meeting should involve all
the relevant stakeholder groups within
the organization. DevOps is about
collaboration and an important first
task is to visualize what that will mean
in practice. What teams will be involved
and how will they work together?
Underlying this is a more fundamental
set of questions – namely:
What is the organization setting out to
achieve?
Why is it making this organizational
change?
Why is it adopting DevOps?
These aren’t questions that can be
considered in isolation. The objectives
and imperatives driving the company
should align with the DevOps model.
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Defining responsibilities

Setting up fast feedback loops

Communication channels

It’s also advisable to build quick wins into
the plan. Visible success will drive the
momentum of the initiative.

The next stage is to establish and agree
the areas of responsibility for those
leading the initiative. This is crucial.
The DevOps model is often introduced
within organizations in a limited way
to transform selected functions. This
may mean that senior managers and
particularly those at C level, are sitting
at arm’s length from the project. This in
turn can lead to a certain amount of drift,
unless responsibilities are made clear
from the outset.

A typical DevOps program will involve
developers and operational staff
working together to deliver software and
processes that genuinely create value.
Thus, the roadmap should define the
channels through which stakeholders
will collaborate. This may involve the
creation of new structures.
And it may not be as easy as creating
communications channels and workflow
tools. In large organizations, there are
not only corporate but also departmental
cultures. For instance, compliance
or security teams may not have a
collaborative mindset. The planning
stage provides an opportunity to
consider who will be most resistant and
how to address their concerns to move
forward.

Agility is a key aspect of the DevOps
model. By adopting DevOps,
organizations are buying into a digital
transformation method that allows
them to collectively think on their feet
and change course rapidly if necessary.
To make it work, the structures and
processes must have built-in feedback
loops to ensure business leaders can
see what’s going on. If something isn’t
working, they need to know.

In-house marketing

The planning stage, by its nature,
involves selected people sitting in
a room, but a digital transformation
will affect the whole organization.
Successful implementation will require
the enthusiasm of key staff, some
of whom may be skeptical or feel
threatened. To ensure buy-in, plan an
internal marketing campaign to explain
the initiative.
This initial planning paves the way for a
successful transformation program.

The bottom line

Any roadmap should scope out a budget,
making clear just how much time and
money will be invested, set against the
targeted returns. This part of the plan
should look at the costing issues from
360 degrees, with the price of inaction
also taken into account.
Setting a budget will require a ‘map
and gap’ exercise to understand the
requirements in terms of skills and
manpower and what that will mean in
terms of using current employees and/
or recruiting new people on a permanent
or contract basis. Options to consider
include outsourcing, using contractors,
or doing everything in-house. A hybrid
solution is often most effective.

This is a guest article from DevOpsGuys, a
UK DevOps consultancy which transforms
and accelerates the way organizations
deliver software. In their whitepaper,
DevOps: Unlocking the Value from Digital
Transformation, they explore in more detail
the challenges and solutions to bringing
Digital Transformation initiatives to
organizations in a range of industries, and
how DevOps can be deployed for success.
www.devopsguys.com/download-free-whitepaper
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The current state
of Database DevOps
{ mary robbins }

D

evOps has come a long way in just nine years. When its advantages
were first publicly demonstrated in the thought-provoking and seminal
10+ Deploys per Day presentation at Velocity in 2009, most onlookers
were surprised but not sure it was really for them. Opinions have changed
dramatically. To find out the current state of play in DevOps – and discover
how far its influence has extended into database development – Redgate
conducted a survey in December 2017. A repeat of a similar survey at the
end of the 2016, the results show just how big that change is.

82% of the 700 organizations surveyed, for
example, say they have either already adopted
DevOps or plan to do so in the next two years.
That’s up from 80% in the previous survey and
evidence that DevOps has moved from the
exception to the norm.
A note of caution here, however, because in the
government/education and not-for-profit sectors,
less than 40% of organizations
have adopted DevOps, and
36% say they have no plans
to implement it in the next
two years. That may be
down to the fact that they
don’t need to release new
features as often, but I
suspect it’s also down
to a more conservative
approach to change.
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, the survey also revealed
that skills shortages are the biggest challenge to
successfully adopting DevOps. 24% of respondents
cited this, with another 20% saying the disruption to
existing workflows was the problem. What’s notable
here is the 12% who said a lack of awareness of the
business benefits of DevOps was the major hurdle.
Notable because in the earlier survey, the figure
was 17%.
Among those who have no plans to adopt DevOps,
however, the lack of awareness rises to 40%. Along
with the sector split in adoption rates mentioned
earlier, this shows a worrying divide emerging, with
a have and a have-not DevOps culture. While not a
major concern now, it does point to a future where
software development will become like a freeway,
with some organizations comfortably cruising in
the fast lane and others rumbling along in the slow
lane. Question is, how long can they rumble along
for before they get left behind?

What about the database?

Where do we go from here?

There have been changes in the database world
as well, which shouldn’t really come as a surprise.
While the advantages of DevOps are pretty
clear for application development, those same
applications often have a database back-end. If
DevOps is increasing the frequency and reliability
of new features for applications, a slower pace of
database development can slow down and hinder
those same releases.

The state of DevOps is the best it’s ever been. Once
organizations adopt it in one area, they invariably
see the difference it makes and it ripples out
across the whole organization.

The survey showed, for example, that 35% of
organizations deploy database changes either
daily or more than once a week, with 28% saying
the increasing speed of delivery is the biggest
advantage of Database DevOps. So database
deployments, once regarded as rare, troublesome
experiences to be suffered with a certain amount
of fear, are increasingly becoming smoother, errorfree, and faster thanks to a DevOps approach.
Interestingly, the survey also found that traditional
barriers between developers and database
administrators are breaking down, a key cultural
requirement for Database DevOps to succeed.
76% of organizations have developers who are
responsible for both database and application
development, and 75% also say developers build
database deployment scripts.
Of the whole survey, this is probably the most
telling finding because if developers are responsible
for both the front-end application and the
back-end database, it means
introducing DevOps for
database development
becomes a job-driven not
just a business-driven
imperative. Quite simply,
developers who need to
release a new feature now
won’t want the database
to hold them back.
They’ll find a way.

We’re not there yet for Database DevOps. Things
are changing, but while 81% of organizations use
version control in application development, it
falls to 53% in database development. A similar
gap exists in other areas such as continuous
integration, with 40% using it for applications and
21% for databases.
The key challenges? Synchronizing changes across
both the application and the database, overcoming
the different approaches to application and
database development, and, importantly, preserving
and protecting business-critical data.
Those same challenges are, however, being
addressed with the emergence of database
development tools which integrate with and plug
into the same infrastructure used for application
development. With application developers
increasingly being given responsibility for the
database too, this is crucial. Rather than stepping
outside the development environment they’re
familiar with, they can stay within it and bring
DevOps to the database as well.
It will be interesting in a year’s time, when the
survey will be repeated once more, to see if there
have been changes in three key areas.
Will the skills shortage that is holding DevOps
back still be there, or will the industry have
responded by providing more resources for
developers to learn from?
Will the divide in the have and have-not DevOps
culture that we’ve seen have widened or narrowed?
And finally, will the database be a true partner in
DevOps so that DevOps really can thrive?
Only time will tell.
Database DevOps
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Calculating the ROI
of database DevOps
{ matt hilbert }
DevOps is moving into the mainstream,
with more and more organizations
adopting or planning to adopt the
methodology, both inside their
development teams and increasingly
when working with their databases.
The benefits are potentially enormous
and, as you can discover in the article
on page 7 of this issue, those benefits
can be directly attributed to the needs
of CEOs, CIOs, and IT managers.
Simply identifying the benefits is not
enough, however. For example, a faster
time to market may be a good customer
story, but with no directly measurable
monetary return, the value of DevOps
can still be questioned at board level.
Businesses want more than promises
if they are to sign off on financial
decisions: they need to know the Return
on Investment (ROI) as well, with facts
and figures that demonstrate
what they will gain.
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So how can you go about calculating
the ROI? Here’s a four step methodology
to follow:
1. The cost of software development
To understand any savings you have to start with your existing costs,
so the first step is to calculate the hourly cost of software development
itself. The generally accepted method is to take the average annual
salary of a software developer, add a multiplier to account for benefits
and employer costs, and then divide that figure by the number of
working hours in a year.
Using data from the US Bureau of Labor statistics, the average annual
salary of a software developer in the US is $100,000. Multipliers for
benefits vary, but range from 30 percent to 50 percent. Taking the
lower percentage of 30 percent results in an average annual cost per
developer of $130,000.
Assuming the number of working hours in a year is 2,000, this
translates into an hourly cost of software development of $65.

2. The cost of introducing processes

A worked example

The second step is to look at the cost of introducing processes.
In terms of Database DevOps, this could range from development
environments and practices, through continuous integration and
deployment, to protecting and preserving data. At each step, some
working practices will change, but one common thread runs through
all of them: the new tooling that will need to be introduced to enable
automation.

Let’s demonstrate how the methodology works in practice by looking
at a worked example, in this case for a database version control
tool. Version controlling database code is often the first major step
companies and organizations take on their journey to Database
DevOps. There’s good reason too. By version controlling the code
for the database alongside that of the application, it ensures strands
of development are connected and related, thus avoiding errors and
problems at deployment time.

As research demonstrates, DevOps high performers report the lowest
amount of manual work across all practices – and therefore the
highest level of automation. This is even more important considering
IDC’s 2015 DevOps and the Cost of Downtime report, which found that
IT organizations that have tried to custom-adjust their current tools for
DevOps practices have a failure rate of 80 percent.
Alongside any new tooling, the cost of acclimatizing to the adjusted
way of working also needs to be included to reflect the true investment
necessary. So the cost of getting up to speed with new tools needs to
be added to the cost of the tools themselves.

There are many third party tools available to enable database version
control, varying in cost from a few hundred dollars to a thousand
dollars, so let’s take the middle ground and assume $500. Let’s also
add a time cost of learning to use it proficiently of three days, or 24 hours.
The time savings gained would vary from company to company, so let’s
assume a conservative estimate that a developer who started using
a version control tool for database development would save just 15
minutes a day. This would equate to 62.5 hours over one year.
Now let’s run the figures:

3. The savings gained

Savings gained

One year

Three years

62.5 hours @$65 per hour

$4,062.50

$12,187.50

The third step is to calculate the time savings gained through adopting
a particular area of DevOps. This will vary across organizations and
needs to be more precise than quoting a broad benefit such as the
change failure rate being five times lower. While this is a vital element,
it does not yet have a directly attributable $ value.

$500 + 24 hours’ acclimatization @ $65 per hour

$2,060

£2,060

Return on Investment

$2,002.50

$10,127.50

That value needs to be expressed more accurately so that the real
financial advantage to the business as a whole can be recognized. At a
basic level, this will be the time saved by introducing a specific DevOps
tool in a particular area.

4. Plotting the financial benefits
Finally, the attributable $ value can be calculated by comparing the
savings gained with the cost of introducing the process. This should
be calculated over one year, to demonstrate the immediate impact in
the current financial year, and three years, to show what further savings
can be realized in the longer term, once the initial cost of adoption has
been accounted for.
This ROI monetary value can also be converted to the ROI percentage
using the following formula:
((Hrly savings x hrly cost) - Cost of introducing process) x 100
Cost of introducing process

Less cost of introducing process

In percentage terms, this delivers an ROI of 97% over one year, and
492% over three years because the cost of introducing the process is
fixed while the savings continue to accumulate.

Summary
As can be seen, it is possible to calculate the ROI of bringing in tooling
to enable DevOps or Database DevOps practices to be introduced.
Clearly, the ROI will be different for every tool, depending on factors
such as the cost of the software, the time required to deploy it, and the
time that will be saved by using it.
It’s also important to remember that the $ value ROI is only one side
of the coin. The business benefits that are delivered should also be
considered, such as improved efficiency, greater agility, and faster
deployment of new features, and how they fit in with the differing
imperatives of the CEO, CIO, and IT manager.
However, in a world where compelling financial metrics are central
to investment, using this ROI methodology will help accelerate your
DevOps plans across your organization.
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0800 368 7378

team@devopsguys.com

@DevOpsGuys

www.devopsguys.com

Find a Redgate DevOps partner
More and more companies and organizations
are exploring DevOps. But while you have the
people, and Redgate and Microsoft have the
products, there is often a gap in the process.
Step in Redgate’s Certified Partners.

We have a growing number of consultants
across the globe who can help you with
the installation, customization, and
training of our products to get you
on the road to database DevOps.

In Europe, Middle East, and Africa

In North America

In Asia Pacific

Architecture & Performance
Lyon, France
contact@architecture-performance.fr

AdaptivEdge
Alameda, California
sales@adaptivedge.com

DBInsight
Brisbane, Australia
rob@dbinsight.com.au

Axians IT Solutions GmbH
Ulm, Germany
info-itsolutions@axians.de

Centino Systems
Oxford, Mississippi
info@centinosystems.com

Human Interactive Technology Inc.
Tokyo, Japan
rg_support@hit-inc.jp

Coeo
Wokingham, England
info@coeo.com

Crafting Bytes
San Diego, California
contact@craftingbytes.com

LobsterPot Solutions
Melbourne, Australia
contact@lobsterpot.com.au

DATAmasterminds
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
info@datamasterminds.io

CSW Solutions
Chicago, Illinois
info@cswsolutions.com

SQL Down Under
Melbourne, Australia
info@sqldownunder.com

DataMovements
London, England
info@datamovements.co.uk

IowaComputerGurus
West Des Moines, Iowa
sales@iowacomputergurus.com

SQL Maestros
Bangalore, India
info@redgate.sqlmaestros.com

DevOpsGuys
Cardiff, Wales
team@devopsguys.com

Loring Consulting
Macungie, Pennsylvania
brian@loringit.com

SQL Masters Consulting
Brisbane, Australia

DLM Consultants
Cambridge, England
enquiries@dlmconsultants.com

Kingfisher Technologies
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
info@kingfisherdata.com

GDS Business Intelligence GmbH
Essen, Germany
info@geislers.net

LIKE 10 INC.
Ottawa, Canada
info@like10.com

Jarrin Consultancy
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England
contact@jarrinconsultancy.com

Nebbia Technology
Orlando, Florida
hello@nebbiatech.com

Riley Waterhouse
Lancashire, England
info@rileywaterhouse.co.uk

Northwest Cadence
Bellevue, Washington
clientservices@nwcadence.com

xTEN | High-Performance Data
Leeds, England
info@xten.uk

Polaris Solutions
Chicago, Illinois
info@polarissolutions.com
SQL Watchmen
Austin, Texas
info@sqlwatchmen.com

enquiries@sqlmastersconsulting.com.au

Let’s talk

If you’d like advice on which partner
is best able to help you, talk to us.
We know them, we’ve trained them,
and we can recommend which of our
experts is the most suitable for your
particular requirements.
Contact DLMPartners@red-gate.com

If you’re interested in becoming a
Redgate Certified Partner, we’d love
to hear from you.
Visit www.red-gate.com/consultant
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Benchmark your
Database DevOps
maturity level

See where you are, what you need,
and what you can do next.
Complete our online Database DevOps Maturity
Assessment - it only takes a few minutes - and you’ll better
understand how advanced your current processes are,
receive recommendations for improvements, and see how
your maturity level compares with that of your peers.
www.red-gate.com/benchmark

